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This paper deals with the one-time buy inventory problem of such products for which there is limitzd information 
available for demand prediction. The unknown mean demand is treated as random variable whose prior density is 
defined by a Beta density function. The Baye's rule is then used to redefine the econoliiics of the inventory model 
under uncertainty about the mean demand. Assuming that no cost is incurred on collection of data, the ex- 
pected cost of ignorance b e i ~ l l i c ~  the limiting value oi' the expected savings which accrue due to the increase in 
knowledge about the true me:w demand. 
The News Vendor's problem1 concerning stock is well known, that an item which can be stocked at the 
beginning of a time period only, is considered for t l ~ c  detern-~ination of its inventory level. Tf this level proves 
to be insuficient for the demands which occur during the period, no additional stock can be procured until 
the beginning of;tlie next subsequent stocking period. The left over stock at the end of a period becomes 
useless and-obiiolete such that it can not be used to satisfy the subsequent demands. While dealing with 
such problems, it is usually assunled that the customer's demand to be a rand0111 variable with a known, 
distribution to follow. However, when'one is dealing with a new product and for which there is limited 
information or experience available for demand prediction, one is faced with an uncertainty about 
the demand behaviour. Also, with the change in the market conditions, one might observe a variation in 
the mean demand during each inventory period. 
In this paper, the mean demand is, therefore, treated here as a random variable whose density function 
defines its characteristic behaviour. The Baye's rule is then used to redefine the economics of the inventory 
model and the optimal inventory level is obtained under uncertainty about the mean demand. It has been 
shown that for a given prior knowledge about the mean demand, the expected cost of ignorance becomes the 
limiting value of the expected savings which accrue due to the increase in knowledge about the true mean 
demand. 
S I N O L E  P E R I O D  M O D E L  A N D  C O S T  S T R U C T U R E  
Assume that the stock is muintilined for n single period of unit length, such that thc unsalidicd dc~nands 
are not back ordered to a future period. However, the demands not met out of inventory are satisfied in a 
non-routine ways at additional costs. The cost structure is then assunled to be such that the cost is propor- 
tional to the stock held at the beginning of the period and to a cost of failing to meet demands which is 
proportional to the amount of the shortage occuring during the period. The expected cost of holding a 
stock of level I is given by2 
B ( I )  = C 7 $ 0, 2 (z - I )  f (4 
where 
f(x) = the discrete demand distribution 
x = the demand during the period 
C = unit cost of holding a stock at the beginning of the period 
C,, = unit cost of shortGe or penury. 
and if I, be the optimal level of inventory, one should have 
I0 
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Now, that the demand distribution is known with uncertainty about the mean demand, letf(x) be distributed 
as Poisson with the mean demand A. The uncertainty about h is expressed by regarding it as a random 
variable governed by a Beta-prior dcitsity, viz. 
where 
v l ,  VZ, > 0 ; 0 < h < 1. 
and B (v,, v,) is a coniplete Beta function. 
Then, according to the author3 the unconditional demand distribution is given by 
(x + V1, v2) f (4 = - ,F, (a:+v, ; x + v 1 + v ,  ;-1) R (v,, v,) z ! , 
v1 with mean demand = < 
v1 + v2 
arid F ( ; . ; -1) is a confluent hypergeometric function4 Having known the prior drnsity for ,\, 
one obtains the optimal level of the inventory I. from (2) and (5) by solving the following equation. 
Assu~ning Si be the sum of the first ( i  1 -  1) terms of the L.H.S. of the above equation, a recurrence formula is 
derived at Appendix as follows 
when i 3 2. For other values of i ,  the eqns. (a) ant1 (p) of the Appendix are used. The optimal vnluc 
lo is obtained by solving the (6) and (7) such that i = I, when 
.? 
I G N O R A N C E  C O S T  
The expected cost for an optimal inventory I, based on the prior knowledge of A, is obtained from 
(3) and (5) as 
Using the recurrence forrnula (7), the above equation reduces to 
lo  --d 
El,. (To) - C p  [ v1 - I. ---- 
v1 -I- v2 "P (9)  
i = O  
Now, that the true mean demandis not known, the optimal stock llolding based on the prior know~l- 
ledge about A, results in the extra cost which measures the expected cost of ignorance about the true mean 
demand, i.e. 
Expected Ignorance Cost = En, ( Io )  - E ('r0/i) 
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I, = the optimal stock level when the true mean demand h is known. 
T H E  E C O N O M I C S  O F  S A M P L E  I N F O R M A T I O N  
Due to the limited knowledge about the true nlean demand, the evaluation of the expected ignorance 
cost is just not possible. As such, one is, therefore, required to improve one's knowledgc either 
through some market studies which would be relevant or through operating for a period which results in 
the observation of demands. The data so obtained may be relevant to the period one is planning for. 
T h e  Baye's rule is then used to revise one's opinion about the demand which may arise in fu;ure periods, 
Given such information in the form of sa~nple demand data, the prior density is transfornled into the 
posterior density For h which in turn leads to the posterior distribution of demand and the optimal 
inventory level is the11 computed. 
Let the sample information about the denlancl is obtained for r-succcssivc independent pcriods each 
o( unit lengih. The posterior density of h as shown by the author3 is given as follows: 
g* (A) = - - - - -- - -- ----A- . -- - .- 
, 
( A  -1 v V )  F ( I  - v ; 1 - 1 -  v 4- v ; -- ) ' dr = xi (11) 
,;r i = l  
and the posterior 'denland distribution given I,, s,,. . . .xr number of demaads obrrved during the past 
r-independent successive periods each of unit length, is obtained as 
f(Y= y / X =  x, ,  xr, ...., X , )  
- 
- 
U (?/ + LIT - I  vl, v2) 1 F 1  (?/ + A, 4- V I  ; 2/ + VI + V, 1- "Ir; - r + 1) 
- -- . --- --- - -- . -- 
( ' 1  - 1  v v ! 1 '  ('I, - I  v ; I I -  v I v, ; 1') 
The optimal inventory level I, " for this posterior demand distribution is obtained through (2) by solving 
the following equation for I,". 
The optimal valuc 1," is liowcver obtained through the recurrence fol-mula given at A p p e n d 2  on 
the lines as given in (8). And the subsequent expected cost of holding at oylinlal policy based on the . 
posterior knowledge about A, is obtained through (3) and (13) as 
(A,. -1- vl I- 1 ; A,-] vl + v2 - 1  1 ; - r )  (1"") = Cp . - -- (A, + vl ; A, + vl 4- v, ; - ,?)I- 
where Si" = the sum of the first (i + I )  terms of the L.H.S. of eqn. (13). 
The econolny of holding the inventory at I," level is, therefore, measured as 
expected savings = Epr (I,) - E p ,  (I,") 
i vl A r  f vl 
- --
1J'l ( A ,  + v + 1 ; A Jr vl + v, -I- 1 ; - r). 
=; [ v1 -1- v, -- A, -I- v l + <  '  IF^ (A, -t V I ;  11, I- vl 3- v p ;  - r )  .-- + 
T H E  L I M I T I N G  V A L U E  0 1 '  E X P E C T E D  S A V I N G S  
A 
As the number of periods of observation r is increased, the kllowledge about the true mean demand h 
increases and the limiting value of the expected savings (15) as r tends to infinity, leads to the following 
according to tllc author:) as 
expected savings at r 1. oo 
"1 C , - - C  
-- -k -  ( I  - I") - 
CP 
where 
A 
S'i =-. the sum of the first (i + I) terms of tlie Poisson distribution with h as the mean. 
l ' ,  =: optimal level of inventory based on the knowledge as r ? oo . 
In other words, the expected saving at r I. co, referring to (9) leads to 
A 
= (Io) - E (Iof/h) (17) 
A 
Now, that the limiting value of the mean demand tends to h (the true mean demand) as r 1. m, the 
/\ 
optimal inventory level lo' will also tend to I,. 
Thus 
= the expected cost of ig~iorance (refer eqn. 10). 
Airforce is required to make its buying decision several years prior to the delivery of the first end item 
of a system, and if the design of tlie systetn changes before its phase-out, the spare parts are procured at 
premium cost only. Therefore, as normally happens, let the total requirement of spares for the operaiiol~al 
period of a system be made at the time when the buying decision is taken. However, all the spares delivered 
alld on the pipeline become obsolete once the phase-out of the system has taken place. Under such col;hi- 
tion, the provisioning of spares is made normally with a unknown demand rate. The normal practice is 
' that the demand experience on similar parts and 011 similar system are used by the provisioner and the spare 
part requirement is made. Thus, such system primarily involves the expenses associated with holding an 
item in the inventory. 
Assuming, that the unkown demand rate (A) be governed by a Beta-Prior density whose parameters, 
say, to be v, = 0.5 and v, = 0.2 obtainctl 011 the lines as indicated by thc author3. It is, now, desired to 
find the optimal inventory of the system and its expected cost of holding and the expected savings, if ally, 
when an item of the system is maintained for the unit (= T a/c months) period of operation under the 
following conditions : 
(i) that the demand experience used on similar system are available for six successive independellt 
sample occasions of same duration (= T a/c months) each, and the total demand for that 
item observed to be zero (say), 
or (ij) that under similar condition of experience as cited under (i) above, the total demand for 
that item observed to be unity (say). 
Having known the values of v, and v,, the euqation (7) gives the optimal value for a given prior as 
S, = 0.9980615 
190 / 
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Therefore, if one is satisfied of having a risk at 0 .2% that the demand may exceed the optimal value (= 4) 
in a future period of T a/c months, the expected cost of holding the inventory at this optimal value (= 4) 
based on prior knowledge about X is obtained from (9) as 
Now, undcr conditiotl (ii), thc optimal inventory lcvcl at 0 .2% risk of being stock-out, is obtainccl from 
(13) as I,," = 2, and the expected cost of holding at this postcrior optimal value is given by (14) as 
The expected silvings of holding the stock at posterior knowledge ovcr that of prior is now obtained 
from (15) as 
Expected Savings = C, (0.0028 152) 
Likewise, if the demand for a sparc part observcd during the six consecutive periods each of T cr/c months 
to be unity, then repeating the process as above, the posterior opti~nal value is obtained as I," = 3 at. 
0 .2Wisk  of being stockout, and its expected cost of holding for an equal period (= T) is 
Epo (I," = 3) = C, (0.0095364) 
When the expected>,s'avings over prior knowledge is obtained as - C, (0.0007537). 
C O N C L U S I O N  
'whenever, one is required to take a decision on the procurement of spare parts along with the new 
system with a view that the quanity of spares will be sufficient to meet the require~nents until the system 
is phased out, the present theory provides a solution for the optimal stock level to be maintained at a d e  
.sired level of risk of being stock out. The uncertainty about the average demand is reduced by way of 
past experience. The reduction in the cost of ignorance depends on the prior information and that of the 
subsequent sample information on the demand behaviour and is measured as theexpected cost of savings. 
A Poisson distribution with unknown X and a known prior distribution for X amounts to that the de- 
mand distribution is known and it would be better to treat the demand rate as a parameter to be estimated 
in the classical manner and then worked out the rest of problem-a corninon view. 
Prior to the experimentation, the information available on the parameter could be suinlnarised into 
a prior density function called as prior density and with the process of learning after experimentation, this 
density function is modified and a new demand distribution is obtained. Thus, one observes that the un- 
conditional demand distribution does not remain the same after experimentation [refer eqns. (5) & (12)J. 
The conventional method of estimation does not admit the 'parameter' as a random variable and the 
'Bayesian estimates' is therefore sought for=. 
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.4ppc8tttiix 
R E C U R R E N C E  F O R M U L A  
The value of I for which the following equation is satisfied, gives the optimal inventory level for one- 
time buy policy: 
I -- 
B (8 + A. -i ~ 1 ,  v,) (3 + A, +- V, ; -I- A -I- v1 -{- r z  ; r I -  1 I 
_- __I___ _ -_--.-____---__ _ 
C p  - C 
- -- -. 
- B ( A ,  -f- iPl, v2) . y! 1F1 (At + 111 I Ar + v l  +v, ; 9-1 q, 
r /  -- 0 
In order to solve the above equation, for I, a recurrence formula for the L.H.S. is developed as 
under : 
- 
U ( y - 1  A, I v l , v z )  I A , - I  v 1 ; y - I  4- f  v1 1 v 2 ; - r ~ - 1 )  Let Si = - - --- B (A,  -t- vl .  ~ a )  . y $1 (-4, i- v l  ; A, I- v l  + vp ; 1') 
?/ -= 0 
--.... . (Y -I A, + v 1 ;  2/ -t A, + v l  + v, ; T + 1) 
( A ,  -1- v l  1- va) 8 . I/ (4 + ~1 ; A? 4- v l  -1- vo ; - -  r )  
? / s o  \ 
where 
( A , - I - V ~ ) ~ - ~ ( A ~ + V I )  ( A + v ~  -1 l)........(Ar-1 ~ 1 - 1  9 -13. 
Using the Ku;n mer's first solution4, one finds 
(ve ; V 1  + V2 4 A, ; T -1 1) $,, -; e . --___- __- IF, (v2 ; v l  + up -I- A, ; 7)  (a)  
and 
v, + A. 8, = , 1 --- -- -- -- - 1 ~ P I  (v2 ; v l  i vz + A, 4- 1 I T -1- 1) . e  . -. -
v~ -I ~2 -1 A, (v2 ; vl -1 v2 - I -  A, ; r) (8) 
and so on. 
accordingly 
(A, + v1) i 6 - 6 .  4 . "  -------- 17-l 1P1 ( V Z ~ V I  + ~2 -t-Ar $ - i ;  T + I )  --- - 4. r--1 (8, + v l  - k  v 2 ) i  ' i ! ,PI (vz ; v l  -I- vz -1- A, ; r )  
Applying, the recurrence relation4 for ,F1 (. . .) one obtains C 
rSi-l -. 4 - 2  
s i=6i~i-  i ( r + l )  ( v ~ - I - v ~ + A ~ + i + r - - - l  
where 
